ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS

PUZZLE BUSTERS by J. B. Griswold

1. bookkeeper 2. nth, hmmm, sh, tck 3. the radio 4. a penny slot machine 5. diametric, matricide 6. prate, trepan, painter, atropine, operation, pianoforte, perforation 7. Benjamin Franklin, not George Washington, is on the penny postage stamp 8. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 9. heart/ember/abuse/resin/trend 10. oftentimes (OF, ten times) 12. received payment 12. possible

FIRST WORDS by Jeremian Farrell


Most of these are in standard dictionaries. Hard egg occurs in the American Tnesaurus of Slang. Ben Blue is the late actor, and Big Blue is the name of several rivers.
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